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About This Software

The Virtual Race Car Engineer is a Windows PC software program featuring numerous tools for easing the guesswork and
uncertainty out of your race car setup development process.

Lap Wizard

Enter the car settings and results from a test run, report your handling impression, and the Lap Wizard recommends setup
options and changes to cure your condition.

The algorithms were developed in collaboration with car chiefs and engineers of 20+ years practical experience, and take into
account details as specific as underused or overused tires, suboptimal settings, the interaction of different chassis changes, front-

or rear-wheel drive car, and even weather conditions.

Save your cars and tracks, setups and settings, test runs and results, to be recalled at any time. Reference them whenever needed.
Reuse them as the basis for further test runs.

Corner Wizard

A "quick tip" tool for sussing out the possible setup changes to correct a variety of handling conditions on a given corner.

Garage Manager

Manage your saved cars, tracks and setups. Recall and reuse them as the basis for further testing runs. Reference them at any
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time ... race days, track days.

Become the master

Not only will you go faster in the garage and faster on the track today, but ultimately become a master of Setup Fu without even
realizing it.

With each run on the Virtual Race Car Engineer you describe a condition specific to your own lap settings and results, and
receive the recommendations and explanations to address that very situation. Over time and use you will come to understand the

effect of chassis changes as they've related directly to your own experiences, and with that knowledge become the master.
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Title: Virtual Race Car Engineer
Genre: Education, Utilities
Developer:
Tim McArthur
Publisher:
Monkey Face Software LLC
Release Date: 1 Aug, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows 2000, XP, Vista, Win7, Win10

Processor: 1.3 GHz Intel Pentium III or 100% compatible

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 8.1 compatible graphics card with 64 MB memory

DirectX: Version 8.1

Storage: 75 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 8.1 compatible

English,Portuguese,French
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Remember Defender? The coin op game from the early 80's? Ever wish you could play defender while not worrying about
trying to save ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥s and just shoot stuff? This is that game.. I've only had about 20 hours in this superb 4x. If you like
4x games such as civilization, but are looking for more sandbox approach to your victories as well as fantastic unique races and
beautiful visuals, then this is a game for you.. Holy S*** Cold Beam

This new open mic is incredible

Looking ahead to challenges and more difficulties. OMG The Best Game Ever !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. It's cute but it
needs a few improvements. I want to be able to re-bind keys. It would also be nice to use WASD for movement, to use the
mouse or a gamepad for movement. Powerups should stack up, not just change the way you shoot, so that there is a greater
sense of progression.. Audience ❤
☑ Beginner
☐ Casual Gamer
☐ Normal Gamer
☐ Expert

☼ Graphics ☼
☐ Bad
☐ Alright
☑ Good
☐ Beautiful
☐ Fantastic

♬ Music ♬
☐ Bad
☐ Alright
☑ Good
☐ Beautiful
☐ Fantastic

☠ Difficulty ☠
☑ Easy
☐ Average
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☐ Easy to learn / Hard to master
☐ Hard
☐ Unfair

§ Bugs §
☐ Bugs destroy the game
☐ Lots of bugs
☐ Few Bugs
☐ You can use them for speedrun
☑ Nothing encountered

☯ Story ☯
☑ There is none
☐ Bad
☐ Alright
☐ Good
☐ Fantastic

⚔ Gameplay ⚔
☐ Frustrating
☐ Sleepy
☐ Boring
☑ Fun
☐ Challenging

۞ Game time / Length ۞
☑ Really short (0 - 3 hours)
☐ Short (4 - 8 hours)
☐ Few hours (10 - 20 hours) [if you focus on the main story]
☐ Long (40-60 hours) [if you complete everything]
☐ Very Long (61-100 hours)
☐ Extremely Long (101+ hours)

$ Price / Quality $
☑ Full price
☑ Wait for Sale
☐ Don't buy
☐ Refund it if you can
☐ Free. 10/10

Will play again when home alone.. These new levels are really challenging. Made me think a little more that's a good thing ;) it's
more rewarding when you figure it out.. This is insane!
The controls are way too sensitive for such a small playfield
its way too easy to die
but i still enjoy this asteroids-game. I find it hard to decide whether to recommend this game or not, honestly. I picked it up
when it was on sale for $5 because I saw it on Extra Credits. I figured it was a math game, and I like math, so it should be a fun
little diversion. It was, but that's where the problem comes in. I beat the game in less than an hour.

In terms of mechanics The Counting Kingdom is quite sound-everything works together, complexity and difficulty are added in
nicely as the game progresses. It all feels a bit same-y though. The difficulty I also found to be a bit low until the wizard was
introduced: then it had the wrong kind of difficulty, and I lost 2 towers on the final level (the only tower losses I took through
the entire game) due to the wizard hitting a doubling tile and not drawing any ways to make 30.

I wish you could cast spells greater than 30. That would have added a lot.
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The game could have stood to be a bit longer, but I'm sure I'll get further playtime out of it with speedrun attempts.

Even after writing the above I'm still not sure whether to recommend: it was a fun hour, but it's hard to suggest $5, let alone 10
for an hour of gameplay. I'd suggest picking this game up if you see it 75% off or more, but I can't justify recommending it for
much less than that in its current state.
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So I was pretty bored one afternoon browsing through the steam game list, looking for something decent and RPGish... and then
I found this diamond, concealed among hordes of other games.

So the game had me create a character to play with, I created a cute catgirl hunter. Thinking, I am going to go to the woods and
hunt wild animals and... do whatever I should do in this game to earn a living. And I ended up playing as a wheat farmer, with a
windmill and a bakery, swimming in money and hiring mercenaries to take out adjacent villages, as close to a king as it gets.

That being said, the game is very interesting. It consists of playing a character among many other computer controlled equals. So
it is to be expected that the beauty of this game is it's great AI, which really gives the world a life of its own.

What surprised me the most is that the AI characters are extremely clever. The game world is chaotic, with barren lands, having
to work the land with magic to get raw resources, having to process those very resources to come with something useful all of
this while having to defend against monsters and other villages and even making sure that they have sufficient resurrection spots
to come back to life if they are killed. Most other game AIs would be a little dumb for such a challenge, but this game has the
Albert Einsteins of game AI, they are surprisingly capable of coping and indeed thriving in their chaotic virtual world, and
remarkably, build a thriving town given enough time.

And funnily enough, as so often happens with something that appears highly intelligent (thinking of dolphins here), a strange
bond starts to develop with these simulated characters. I was distressed when an enemy villager in horseback was picking off
some of my village's weakest and poorest members (without horses or armor).

The villagers are very helpful, defending when under attack, or even raiding the foreign village when they are well armed. Most
of the time though, they go about their lives: farming, building their houses, building furnaces, generally speaking teching up
their village and living within it, doing whatever they think is best for them and the village. I was building a tower to protect my
windmill and left some stone lying about for that end, all of a sudden I had some 3 villagers helping me finish it, it was heart
warmingly funny and awesome, then it was hillarious when an army of undead monsters died for good trying to invade my farm.

It kind of takes me back to my early MMO playing days, harvesting, smithing and going out for some PVP kills. Except these
are all AIs, and it is very satisfying to live and act in a world populated by these remarkable AIs, basically it offers near infinite
game content with intelligent opponents.

Goodness, I truly loved it, and it is not every day that I find a game worth reviewing. I love playing among AI characters, and the
smarter they are, the better I find these AI sandbox games to be. It's like creating your own world where you can do whatever
you like.. It's like a budget VVVVV or how many ♥♥♥♥ing V's there are. Not as good but a fifth of the price.. The artstyle was
initially the first thing that won me over from the Burly Men at Sea trailers. Heck, I even pre-ordered it, I was so smitten! Today
I randomly remembered this game should've been released by now and excitedly sat down to play it. It didn't disappoint. (Well,
mostly.)

I initially thought this game would be more choice-heavy, but I wasn't too upset that it wasn't. I enjoyed the Brothers Beard and
a lot of the humor sprinkled into their adventures. The writing style is laconic, but every character, no matter how small, has a
unique personality that really helps bring the story to life. The game doesn't have too much in the way of exploring, but it's fun
to try to click on as much as you can within the environment just to hear what kind of interaction it might have, since all sound
effects are made with human voices.

The overall length of the game is what's ultimately discouraging, especially for the price. Even though I played through a
handful of adventures, I came out with just a little over an hour, and while I may still have a few more "untrodden paths" left to
walk, I don't really find myself feeling any urgency to start the game back up again. It's fun and cute and I find the artwork
absolutely wonderful, but at the end of the day, this is probably a one-time experience for me and, while I recommend the
experience, I'd suggest waiting to see if it goes on sale if you absolutely must play it yourself. I'm happy with my purchase,
because it delivers on all the things I expected it to, it just doesn't offer up anything more.

Pros:
+ Gorgeous art
+ Whimsical soundtrack
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+ Clever writing
+ EDIT: They added achievements and an exit button!

Cons:
- Short, feels very much like a mobile or browser game
- Playing through all the paths can feel tedious at times. Love the art style, it looks fantastic. Overall a fun little game. It can be
quite challenging too, made me sweat a little bit.. fantastic OST. flaws are the fact that its not in the music TAB and you need to
go to the steamapps folder on your computer and not alot of people know about that. also im guessing old secret will be added in
hauntswitch. correct me if im wrong
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